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ASTROPHYSICAL CRIME SCENES (1/2)

Huang et al.

T. Stolker et al.: Shadows cast on the transition disk of HD 135344B
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Exploring dust around HD142527 down to 0.
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The disk is clearly detected from approximately 0.00 1 up to 0.00 7
in the r2 -scaled Q images of both ZIMPOL and IRDIS (see
Figs. 1 and 2). Additionally, there is a tentative detection of the
disk in J-band from 0.00 7 to 1.00 0 (see Sect. 3.4). We have identified a number of structures in the r2 -scaled Q images which
are related to the morphology and surface brightness of the disk.
The features have been labeled in Fig. 4 and will be described in
more detail below. The figure shows a color composite image of
the r2 -scaled ZIMPOL R- and I-band images. We have scaled the
I-band image by a factor of 1.05 to correct for the larger photometric flux in I-band with respect to R-band (Coulson & Walther
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can be traced from the outer disk cavity edge at ⇠0.00 2 to ⇠0.00 6
(⇠28-64 au). Spiral arm S1 separates from the cavity edge at a
position angle (east of north) of ⇠80 and spiral arm S2 at a position angle of ⇠260 , both spiral arms span an azimuthal range of
⇠240 . The spiral arms are approximately azimuthally symmetric in their location and pitch angle and have a surface brightness contrast of a factor of 2-3 with the background disk in the
r2 -scaled images. There appears to be a spiral arm branch on the
east side of the disk, also detected by Garufi et al. (2013), which
we label S3 (see also the r2 -scaled J-band image in Fig. 2 where
this feature is better visible). A kink in the S1 spiral arm is visible
at a position angle of 225 (see Fig. 4) which is identified by the
sudden change in pitch angle of the spiral arm. We will discuss
this feature in Sect. 5.2. We infer that the near side is along the
southern minor axis because of the preceding and receding CO
lines (Pérez et al. 2014) and assuming that the observed spiral
arms are trailing.
The scattered light cavity, initially revealed by Garufi et al.
Top: ALMA 1.25 mm continuum images of the Elias 27, IM Lup, and WaOph
(2013), is clearly visible and has an approximate radius(a)
of 0.00 18
(25 au). The cavity edge of the outer disk will be studied
in the
left
corner of each panel. Bottom: The continuum emission deprojected and replot
context of spatial segregation of dust grain sizes in Appendix B.
Multiple surface brightness depressions, which are unlikely to be
related to changes in disk or dust properties, are in particular well
detected in the high S/N J-band observation. These features are
likely shadows that are cast by the innermost disk regions. We
will identify the shadow features and elaborate on their detection
in Sect. 3.5.
All filters show in the r2 -scaled Q image a positive surface brightness gradient in southwest direction. In particular the
ZIMPOL images show a distinct bright wedge-shaped region
(see Fig. 4). The mean r2 -scaled pixel value in the bright wedge
between 0.00 15 and 0.00 7 is a factor of 3.7 larger than the mean
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3.2. Disk morphology and brightness asymmetries
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Fig. 4. Color composite RGB image of ZIMPOL R-band (blue),
ZIMPOL I-band (red), and the average of R- and I-band (green). The
field of view is 1.00 4 ⇥ 1.00 4 and the main features that have been identified
are labeled.
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Multiple scattering in a moderate inclined and axisymmetric
disk will produce non-azimuthal polarization in the U image
with values up to ⇠5% of the Q flux (Canovas et al. 2015). For
a nearly face-on disk, the U signal will be lower since forward
scattering of large dust grains (2⇡a & , with a the grain radius
and the photon wavelength) reduces the number of multiple
scattered photons that are directed towards the observer. A hard
color stretch of the J-band U image (see Fig. 2) is required to
reveal the non-zero residual.
We determine the ratio of the azimuthally integrated U and
Q signal in 25 linearly spaced annuli around the star between
0.00 05 and 1.00 0 (see Fig. 3). The number of bins is chosen such
that the width of each annulus is approximately equal the angular resolution of the image. The J-band observation is used
for this analysis because of the high S/N compared to the other
filters. We have used the absolute pixel values because the annulus integrated U signal from a face-on and axisymmetric disk
will be zero. As expected, the ratio approaches unity both in the
cavity (.0.00 2) and the outermost disk region (&0.00 7) because the
scattered light flux in the Q image is similar to the noise level.
The integrated U signal is between 2.5% and 3% of the integrated Q signal where the S/N is largest, i.e., where the U /Q
ratio reaches a minimum in Fig. 3. This might suggest that the
e↵ect of multiple scattering in the disk is non-negligible.
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Fig. 3. Azimuthally integrated ratio of the U and Q polarized surface
brightness. It reaches a minimum of the order of a few percent around
high S/N disk locations. The error bars show 5 as derived from the U
image. The dashed lines show the 25 au scattered light cavity, the 46 au
millimeter cavity from Andrews et al. (2011), and the outer radius at
which the spiral arms are visible.
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Modelling the star–disc fly-by in RW Aurigae 2001
5 R E S U LT S O F S Y N T H E T I C O B S E RVAT I O N S
5.1 Line profiles

RW Aur: Dai+2015
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Figure 3. Fig.20”
1 from Cabrit et al. (2006), showing the interferometric data
of PdBI. From their caption: ‘(a) 1.3 mm continuum map of the RW Aur
8
10’ 0”levels are 3, 6, 12, 24, and 48σ (1σ = 0.47 mJy10
system.26
Contour
beam−1 ).
160 µm
Crosses indicate the peak positions, which closely correspond to RW Aur
A and B. The40”
large arrow shows the direction of the blueshifted jet. (b)
12 CO(J = 2–1) emission blueshifted and redshifted with respect to the RW
· 107
Aur A systemic20”
velocity. Contour spacing is 3σ (0.12 Jy km s−1 ),5truncated
to 18σ for clarity. (c and d) Heliocentric centroid velocity and line width
12
(i.e. first and
11’second
00” order moments) of the CO(J = 2–1) line.’

according to line-of-sight velocity. Fig. 4 shows the evolution of the
20”
fly-by with rendered
plots. Fig. 5 explores the parameter space near
the best-fitting model. It shows how observable features depend on
26 of
10’each
0” orbital parameters.
30.0
variations
This model successfully reproduced the following observed fea40”
tures of the system.

HV & DO Tau: Winter+2018c
(i) The north-east
lobe of the disc is blueshifted with radial
20”
25.0 ve−1
locity of ∼−3 km s with respect to Star A while the south-west
lobe of the
11’disc
00”is redshifted with radial velocity of ∼3 km s−1 .
(ii) The tidal arm has the observed spiral shape with the cor40” It is entirely redshifted with a radial20.0
rect handedness.
velocity

Puzzling structures:
bridges
- warped discs
spirals
- weird kinematics
big mess
-

Multi-wavelength observations are crucial
Tdust (K)

sed CARMA observations and models
of 6 protoplanetary discs, including DO
ound an outer disc radius of ⇠ 75 au
s for mass Mdisc ⇡ 0.013 M , inclination
angle ⇠ 90 , following the convention
u, Dutrey & Guilloteau (2007). There
s to which side of the disc is closer to

AS 205: Kurtovic+2018
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We took snapshots from our hydrodynamic models at ∼570 yr
(tobs ∼ 1.1Pperi , where Pperi is the Keplerian period at the pericentre)
after pericentre and post processed them with TORUS to produce synthetic 12 CO data cubes (c.f. Section 3.2). Fig. 6 shows the integrated
12
CO (J = 2−1) emission map of RW Aur after correcting for beam
dilution.
The synthetic observations allow us to constrain the temperature
normalization and the initial mass of the disc Md , since these two
quantities regulate the flux density normalization and the optical
depth of the emission lines. In the case that the line is optically thick,
the ratio 12 CO(J = 2–1)/ 12 CO(J = 1–0) should be ∼4 in Rayleigh–
Jeans limit. We have therefore multiplied the 12 CO(J = 1–0) by 4
for the regions of the tidal arm and the primary disc, to demonstrate
whether these components of the system are optically thick. We
do not consider the 12 CO(J = 1–0) line for the gas around star
B, since this line has been marginally detected by Cabrit et al.
(2006), as discussed above. The radial velocities were corrected to
heliocentric frame by adding the mean heliocentric velocity of star
A (15.87 ± 0.55 km s−1 ; Cabrit et al. 2006).
First, we consider the impact of temperature normalization. By
using the temperature profile as estimated by Cabrit et al. (2006,
T(R) = 450 K × (R/au)−0.5 ), the most outstanding discrepancy is
that the simulated flux densities are three to five times higher than
the observed flux densities. We argue that the most likely cause
is that the limitation of BS93 model led to Cabrit et al. (2006) overestimating the temperature of the disc. Although BS93 assumed
local thermal equilibrium (LTE), this assumption may not be appropriate for RW Aur. TORUS is capable of treating both LTE and
non-LTE, allowing us to test this. The comparison in Fig. 7 demonstrates that the resultant flux densities are indeed about two to three
times lower in the LTE case.
This indicates that in order to explain the observed flux, Cabrit
et al. (2006) would have overestimated the temperature by assuming an LTE model. Furthermore, if we use a lower temperature,
more consistent with theoretical expectation from stellar irradiation
and accretion, (T = 30 K at 40 au; Chiang & Goldreich 1997), the
resultant theoretical emission is more compatible with the observed
integrated flux densities. Note that lower temperatures are also indicated by Infrared SED fitting by Osterloh & Beckwith (1995,
T = 25 K at 40 au).
We try to constrain the disc mass by requiring the tidal arm
and the disc orbiting star A to be optically thick. This requires an
initial disc mass of 1.67 × 10−3 M⊙ and a current disc mass of
1.05 × 10−3 M⊙ . In order to estimate the latter, we have con-

Two stars in the field

oth & Clarke

riple system in Taurus. It is comprised
right binary AB, projected separation
tz & Ta↵ 1996), and a third star HV
ately 550 au separation with common
hêne et al. 2010). The tight binary has
Myr and a combined mass of ⇠ 0.6M
). The separation of AB could be larger
orbital eccentricity or deprojection, as
aratively long orbital period (Duchêne
f 0.5 1M is inferred from the CO maps
HV Tau C (Duchêne et al. 2010). It is
tionally red, with a high accretion rate
998; Monin & Bouvier 2000).
ar located at a projected distance 1.26⇥
pc) west of HV Tau, which has position
to DO. Mass and age estimates range
Myr (Hartigan, Edwards & Ghandour
Myr (Beckwith et al. 1990). The whole
ith the components labelled in Figure
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See talks by:
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S. Facchini
I. Czekala
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TYPE OF SUSPECTS

Treacherous & vicious
offenders

Fast & strong
delinquents

Potentially hidden
inside or outside the disc.
It’s likely nearby…
but we do not where exactly

Should be easy to notice,
but already gone…
Hit & run !
almost never caught red handed

Observational signatures?
Interpretation?
Planet formation in
multiple systems?
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ASTROPHYSICAL CLUEDO
Who? Massive (stellar or planetary) body
How? Weapon: gravitational torque
Modus operandi: type of orbit
Where? Inside or outside the disc
When? During the disc lifetime ~ few Myrs

Eccentric
Dan 1.0

The French
Chris

Treacherous
Dan 2.0

Fearless
Valentino

Inner companion
eccentric and/or
inclined

Massive planet
embedded
in the disc

Massive companion
wandering in the
outer disc regions

Fast & furious!
Extremely
dangerous
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THE FRENCH CHRIS: EMBEDDED KINKY PLANET

Pinte, Price, Ménard et al. (2018)

See talk by
S. Pérez
See posters by
C. Pinte
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TREACHEROUS DAN 2.0: BOUND COMPANION

Wagner, Dong, Sheehan et al. (2018)
van der Plas, Ménard, Gonzalez et al. (2019)

1.— Schematic diagram of the HD 100453 system constructed from the SPHERE data in Wagner e
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DISCS & FLYBYS MODELING
Degenerate problem: infinite ways to chose a flyby orbit
however: orbit <—> disc structure

Non-penetrating
encounters:
R_peri > R_d
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q=M2/M2=1, R_d=150 au, R_peri=200 au
inclination: ß= 0º (P), 45º (P), 90º (polar), 135º (R), 180º (R)

FLYBYS: DYNAMICAL SIGNATURES

Inclined prograde (ß=45º) encounter
GAS – Face-on view
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FLYBYS: DYNAMICAL SIGNATURES

Inclined prograde (ß=45º) encounter
GAS – Edge-on view
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Flybys: dynamical signatures
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DUST DYNAMICS

ß45
inclined
prograde

ß135
inclined
retrograde

Cuello, Dipierro, Mentiplay et al. (2019)
More information in Cuello+2019b

FLYBY-INDUCED ACCRETION EVENTS

If we assume that

L⇤ / M Ṁ
<latexit sha1_base64="h+KeVUD7AYKeCmA0QK+KMmkIlaM=">AAAB/3icdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vURcu3ASLICJlRkTtRgpuXFio4NhCZxgyaaYNzSRDkhHK0I2/4saFilt/w51/Y/oQfB4IHM65h5t7opRRpR3n3SrMzM7NLxQXS0vLK6tr9vrGjRKZxMTDggnZipAijHLiaaoZaaWSoCRipBn1z0d+85ZIRQW/1oOUBAnqchpTjLSRQnvrMtyHfipFqgWsQ/8A+h2hYT20y06l6rjVYxf+Jm7FGaMMpmiE9psJ4iwhXGOGlGq7TqqDHElNMSPDkp8pkiLcR13SNpSjhKggHx8whLtG6cBYSPO4hmP1ayJHiVKDJDKTCdI99dMbiX957UzHp0FOeZppwvFkUZwxaI4dtQE7VBKs2cAQhCU1f4W4hyTC2nRWMiV8Xgr/J95hpVpxro7KtbNpG0WwDXbAHnDBCaiBC9AAHsBgCO7BI3iy7qwH69l6mYwWrGlmE3yD9foB8nyU6A==</latexit>

L suddenly x2 x10
L↗ with ↗q

—> FU Ori events?
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FLYBYS IN SCATTERED LIGHT
Emission at 1.6 µm with MCFOST

ß45
inclined
prograde
orbit

Cuello, Mentiplay, Louvet et al. (almost submittable)
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FLYBYS IN THE CONTINUUM AND CO LINES
ALMA Band 7 with MCFOST and then CASA
CO mom 1
0

Kinematics = information about disc orientation
Cuello, Mentiplay, Louvet et al. (almost submittable)
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FLYBYS IN THROUGH THE CHANNELS
CO channel maps for the inclined prograde case

Cuello, Mentiplay, Louvet et al. (almost submittable)
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FLYBY VICTIM I: UX TAU
Based on dynamical arguments, the orbit should be prograde.
But, is it bound or unbound?

projected
404 au

Ménard, Cuello, Gonzalez et al. (in prep)
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FLYBY VICTIM II: AS 205
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1: dust continuum (Kurtovic+2018)
2: CO mom 0 (Kurtovic+2018)
3: scattered light obs. (S. Pérez+)
4: preliminary hydro sim. (Cuello+, in prep)
5: CO mom 1 (Kurtovic+2018)

Work in progress!

P EREZ ET AL .
FLYBY VICTIMS III & IV:

SR24 & FU ORI (?!)
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S. Pérez, Cuello, Avenhaus et al. (in prep)

Bridge of
material
S. Pérez, Hales, Liu et al. (submitted)
In SR24: bridge between both stars
surprisingly no mm disc around SR24N
In FU Ori: non-coplanar spiral
excellent match with scattered light spiral!
—> non-coplanar interaction!
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WHEN SHOULD YOU SUSPECT A FLYBY?

PROGRADE?

OBSERVATIONAL SIGNATURES

RETROGRADE?

Yes

Bridges & spirals with large pitch angles

~

Yes

Dust trapping in the spirals

Yes

Yes

Disc truncation

No

~

Warped discs

Yes

Yes

Diffuse halo

No

Yes

Accretion events / outbursts ?

No

Cuello, Mentiplay, Louvet et al. (almost submittable)

FINAL WORDS
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Disc structure <—> Flyby parameters
1)
Do we observe stellar flybys?
2) How does the disc react to a flyby?
3)
How does a flyby look like?
4)
Can we identify flyby suspects?
5) Implications for planet formation?

-

OPEN QUESTIONS
disc long-term evolution after the encounter?
planet formation in perturbed/multiple systems?
connexion with the Solar & exoplanetary systems?
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